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The Stack
b y  A m y  O l i v e r  +  C o

The Stack is a curated collection of
workshops, tools, and custom content
created to level-up healthcare
leaders, practice owners, and health
executives. 

We are on a mission to translate
business and leadership knowledge

into the healthcare space. 
We have spent over a decade gaining deep knowledge to build this
custom offer to help YOU thrive as a health leader.  NOW, we are on
a mission to share these best practices with those who serve our
communities day in and day out.

Because when our teams
perform at their best the
ripple effects touch every
corner of this country and
every person in it.

Email amy@amyoliver.ca for a group
rate for all-inclusive access to The
Stack for your whole team 



Amy Oliver is an experienced healthcare
executive and president of Amy Oliver + Co,

offering trusted advisory services and
professional coaching to practice owners,

leaders, and organizations in the healthcare
and wellness industries. She is passionate

about advancing women in healthcare
leadership and entrepreneurship.

 
Amy has advised and coached hundreds of 

 healthcare leaders to drive high performance
within the healthcare, social services, and

academia sectors.
 

Amy holds an MBA with a dual concentration in
Organizational Leadership and Health

Administration. She is a pharmacist, a Certified
Leadership Coach, and a globally certified

Project Management Professional. Amy holds
certificates in Emotional Intelligence and

Advanced Strategic Management and
Leadership.

 
Amy has won multiple health sector and

leadership awards, has been recognized
internationally for her academic work, and

most recently has been selected as a member
of the prestigious Governor General Canadian

Leadership Conference.
 

Amy is a success-driven and proven executive
with a passion to assist practitioners, health
organizations, and leadership teams in the

areas of entrepreneurship, operations, strategy
development, project planning, leadership and

engagement, and diversity and inclusion.

CONNECT WITH AMY:
c: 204.292.0663

e: amy@amyoliver.ca
w: amyoliver.ca
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